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DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS 
Emerging artist –a contentious term, to be discussed in detail in the report. It is used here to 

describe someone at the beginning of their arts practice following formal education (i.e. school, 

college) or training. This term is used as opposed to ‘early-career artist’ because it was narrowly 

favoured in a survey of CPT’s artist network 

Developing artist – equally, this was slightly favoured by respondents to the survey over ‘mid-

career’ and is therefore used here to describe artists with a strong profile of initial work in the 

area in which they wish to develop work. Usually someone who has been practicing for over 10-

15 years. 

Artist  - for the purposes of this study, this is a catch-all term to describe people making work in 

contemporary theatre, performance, comedy, cabaret, and other areas of creative, live 

performance work that is of interest to CPT. 

CPT – Camden People’s Theatre 

ACE – Arts Council England 

Scratch – an early stages work-in-progress performance of a section or full piece of work to test 

the work in front of an audience, and seek feedback on its content and effectiveness. 

NPO – National Portfolio Organisation, an ACE funding stream that provides regular funding for 

an organisation over a  three-year period. Every  three years organisations and artists can apply 

for portfolio funding to a certain level. Successful applicants then receive a negotiated amount of 

funding for  three years. NPO recipients cannot apply for ACE one-off grant funding. 

GFA – Grants for the Arts funding is the one-off grant funding scheme run by ACE. Only those 

not in receipt of an NPO award can apply for this funding. Grants come in two bands – under and 

over £15,000 
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INTRODUCTION 
This work was commissioned by Brian Logan, Artistic Director at Camden People’s Theatre, as a 

piece of preliminary research into their artist development strategies. Camden People’s Theatre 

(CPT) describes itself as “a central London space dedicated year-round to supporting early-

career artists making unconventional theatre - particularly those whose work explores issues 

that matter to people now” (Camden People's Theatre).  CPT is a small theatre in the borough of 

Camden in central London. The main theatre space seats 60 and the basement/rehearsal space 

has a capacity of approx 40-50. In 12 months to 2014, CPT has worked with 425 artists, 240 

participants, and shown work to a live audience of 5547 (Logan, 2014). Supporting artist 

development is key to the practices of CPT as a venue and organisation: at the heart of their 

mission is the aim of supporting ‘early-career artists’. That’s also key to the manner in which 

they programme work. Logan describes the drive behind their work supporting artist 

development as twofold:  

Both to help the artists and to help CPT. The aim is to help great work get made that might 

not otherwise get made, and help start careers that might not otherwise get started. You’re 

hoping that what you’re doing [is] identifying high-quality, exciting stuff that will 

introduce exciting new things into the world of theatre that […] will benefit from your help. 

And the thing for CPT is to get the word out that CPT is a place where that happens - we 

accrue the status that comes with helping great work get out there. (Logan, 2014) 

However it was felt that while they do keep basic records (e.g. of the number of artists they 

work with, and audience numbers) which form evaluation reports for funding bodies, they had 

no formal means of evaluation or assessment of the effectiveness of their artist development 

programs and strategies. An initial piece of research was therefore commissioned from Dr 

Hannah Nicklin, a post-doc researcher and practicing theatre-maker, who has experience 

researching in academic, theatre industry and public policy contexts. 

This initial research was undertaken over 10 days October to December 2014, and consisted 

mainly of: a survey of the artist community at CPT; detailed interviews with Logan, artists and 

venues who work with CPT; and four other theatres or theatre organisations with artist 

development at the heart of their work. A small literature review was also undertaken, but there 

was found to be a marked lack of industry-focused work in this area.  

Questions that the research set out to answer were: 

 What are the aims of artist development? Is it different to project development? 

 What is important to artists in terms of the support offered by venues? 

 How does CPT support artists? 

 What ways in are offered, or could be offered, to support first contact with artists? 

 How can CPT measure and improve on the effectiveness of the support they offer? 

 How do venues and artists feel about the language used around artist development? 

 What are other venues doing to support artists and evaluate their effectiveness? 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
As wide a net as possible was cast to find existing research in this area (or as wide as possible 

without institutional access to resources such as Athens) – Google Scholar and British Library 

searches, requests from academics in cultural policy at Manchester and Goldsmiths Universities. 

Although there are studies in the area of visual art, there are very few that specifically look at 

artist development in a post-educational, subsidised industry sector (particularly contemporary 

devising theatre and performance art that crosses over in comedy/cabaret popular forms, the 

particular area in which CPT operates). Sources for this kind of research tend to be led by 

cultural policy research organisations and university departments – and therefore presented in 

mainly economic terms. There seems to be little to no research available from a contemporary 

theatre, non-formalised, post-education environment that is most interested in the quality of the 

artist development relationship, rather than the profit to the cultural industries of such work.  

The main source that will provide a background for this is the literature review for the 2009 

Creativity, Culture and Education series by Kate Oakley, which sets out to review the “literature 

surrounding the nature of work in the cultural industries, as it has permeated policy-making, 

public debate, and practice across many sub-sectors within the arts” (Oakley, 2009, p. 5). The 

report is largely concerned with employment and employment practices in the creative 

industries and how they might affect the wider economy – and therefore how policy makers 

might support, learn from and intervene in this area. Although this is not wholly relevant to a 

study of how venues themselves can support arts practices rather than economies and careers, 

there is some small crossover that is usefully understood. While the report also concurs on the 

lack of research in the area, researchers always say that we need more research, and this report 

offers no challenge to that convention. “This is a highly under-researched area, compared to 

cultural policy, and with other parts of the labour market.” (Oakley, 2009, p. 56) 

According to Oakley, it was only in 2008 that the DCMS document Creative Britain: New Talents 

for the New Economy tackled the difficulties around the transition from training/education to a 

‘career’ in the arts. “The document signals a departure from previous policy in this area by 

devoting discussion to entry-level jobs and particularly the role of unpaid work” (Oakley, 2009, 

p. 10). The need for ‘entry level’ support in an industry that includes a high degree of freelance 

work, unpaid work, and people holding multiple jobs whilst developing their arts practice is 

noted throughout, from Blackwell and Harvey’s 1999 observation that “cultural workers often 

experience a difficult time post-graduation, as they struggle to make contacts, organise a 

portfolio, and negotiate (often multiple) work contracts ” (Oakley, 2009, p. 22), to the 

conclusion of the report that finds the cultural sector a difficult place to intervene for those in 

the position of making public policy wishing to support its development. 

 [The] complicated pattern of ‘getting in and getting on’ in these labour markets reveals 

the difficulties for public policy interventions. Creative Britain (DCMS 2008) tries to tackle 

some aspects of labour market entry, but the patterns of work within these sectors, 

together with some of the more undesirable aspects of casualisation, are not confined to 

first jobs.  

‘Free work,’ does not end when one has secured a first commission or contract; training or 

skills development is often undertaken at the trainees’ expense, and moving from one 
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activity to another often requires another period of unpaid work (Blair et al 2001; Oakley 

2007; Randle and Culkin 2007).  

[…] Similarly, the nature of work in these sectors – the large number of small firms and 

freelancers in particular, makes it hard to intervene. (Oakley, 2009, p. 60) 

This is firmly a case for intermediary intervention – for support from the organisations and 

venues dealing directly with the sole traders (artists!) working in the sector.  

The forms that this support might take are highlighted in the report as mainly needed in the 

early-career stages. Money isn’t everything: Oakley notes that a “finding of the Honey, Heron 

and Jackson work was that its interviewees overall equated success with the quality of the work 

produced, rather than earning income from the work” (Oakley, 2009, p. 22). But that’s not to say 

it’s not important, just not the only important thing. Indeed, as the conclusion of the report also 

points out, there’s a severe lack of diversity present in the cultural sector, with (amongst others) 

complex class and racial ties to the likelihood that an artist might pursue a career, or even 

aspire to work as an artist in the first place. The solution to this must be a combination of 

alleviating the need for free work, as well as supporting ambition in and knowledge of arts 

practices in those who typically aren’t represented in the cultural sector. 

And so, there is a clear need for intervention as a form of ‘entry level’ support in the arts sector. 

There is some mention of the career stages drawn from Throsby and Hollister’s large (and 

robustly named!)  2003 Australian study Don’t Give Up Your Day Job: 

[Throsby and Hollister] divide the typical artists’ career into four stages:  

 An early stage of uncertainty; 
 Becoming established; 
 The central stage of established practice and  
 A later period of committed but less intensive work. (Oakley, 2009, p. 23) 

 

Which is interesting insofar as it supports consideration late in this study around career stage 

categorisation.  

The final key takeaway point is the importance of community for those sole workers and 

independent companies working in the cultural sector. Oakley notes Leadbeater and Oakley’s 

1999 study which found that what they term ‘entrepreneurs’ (those working outside 

established and substantial organisations; i.e. those with whom CPT typically deals) “work in 

partnerships, networks and clusters, both to acquire ideas, information, contacts, resources, but 

also for mutual support. Such is the value attached to these networks that the idea has become a 

core part of government support for the creative and cultural industries (Oakley 2006)” 

(Oakley, 2009, pp. 31-2). This is a strong argument for the importance of not only supporting 

artists case-by-case, but also supporting hubs where artists congregate – supporting networks, 

friendships, collaborations and spaces where artists can cross, meet, support one another. 

Finally, in terms of supporting the advancement of the sector, venues that work with early-

career artists are highly well-placed to contribute to the wider theatre/performance ecology by 

being places that can negotiate the “tension between the trust needed in the risky, experimental 
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stages of creation and the need to be sufficiently porous to allow new talent into the system 

(Bilton 2007).” (Oakley, 2009, p. 33) 
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NETWORK REVIEW. 
This section of the report will consider responses and approaches to the key questions of the 

report with respect to other venues who support new work in the contemporary theatre and 

performance sector.  

METHODOLOGY 
Five venues were initially approached, with four responding and completing a phone interview, 

which was transcribed and checked by each interviewee for clarifications and corrections. The 

selection was made based on Nicklin’s understanding of the contemporary performance sector 

in England, to take in different sizes of venue, and types of organisation supporting artist 

development. A further six venues were investigated in terms of their online literature for their 

language, invitations, and opportunities listed. The interviewed venues and organisations were: 

The Campsite (London, pop up venue), The Bike Shed (Exeter, small pub venue), Northern Stage 

(Newcastle, large multi-stage venue), ARC Stockton (Stockton-on-Tees [small town], large multi-

stage venue). The questions each interviewee was asked were: 

 What forms of artist development do you offer? 

 Why do you support artist development? 

 How do you decide what kind of artists to work with? 

 What language do you prefer to use around artists/career stage? 

 What ways in are there to working with you? 

 (How) do you measure the effectiveness? 

 What’s most successful/hasn’t worked? 

 What about the follow up/ongoing relationship? 

A SUMMARY OF LANGUAGE / OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED (BRIEF) 
 

Theatre in the Mill (Bradford based – attached to Bradford University) 

Language: “New work, practice, artists” 

Offer: Theatre in the Mill offer 2 artists or companies per university term access to: Space, 

artistic and team support to a support in-kind value of £2000, and a scratch performance date, 

sometimes in exchange for workshops with students. Contact is via email. 

Source:  http://www.brad.ac.uk/theatre/Artists/Open-Space/ 

 

Ovalhouse (London based) 

Language: “Talented and inspiring artists” 

http://www.brad.ac.uk/theatre/Artists/Open-Space/
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Offer:  a series of levels of support, starting from the offer of space, the opportunity to perform 

at their First Bites (scratch) nights, general support and specific seed commission in the form of 

space, tech and artistic support, plus ‘small financial support’; to co-productions (space, tech 

and artistic support, publicity and financial support) and full commissions.  Contact is via direct 

email with the Ovalhouse team, or via response to specific open calls/commissions. They clarify 

that they cannot read scripts – they are interested in talking to artists. 

Source: http://www.ovalhouse.com/theatre/how-we-work-with-artists  

 

Bristol Old Vic (Bristol based) 

Language: the Bristol Old Vic artist development scheme is called ‘Ferment’ – they are 

interested in “artists” [they provide a list of examples] “who inspire us” and who “make the 

theatre of tomorrow” 

Offer: the offer of support listed online is both an artist community centred around Bristol and 

the SW, and also twice yearly fortnights of scratch performance. They encourage performers 

around the SW to invite them to showings of work 

Source: http://www.bristololdvic.org.uk/ferment.html 

 

Derby Theatres (Derby based) 

Language: They are interested in the “next generation of artists”  

Offer:  Derby Theatres is part of a coalition of four venues that offer artist development in the 

East Midlands. The opportunities they list tend to be around more traditional theatre roles – 

actors, technical experience, and generally phrased as a form of work experience – the “next 

step” in helping people “secure careers in the theatre industry”. There’s no explicit instruction 

on how to contact them. 

Source:  https://www.derbytheatre.co.uk/artist-development 

 

National Theatre Wales (Wales – no permanent venue) 

Language: National Theatre Wales talk about the “nurturing and development of theatre 

artists." 

Offer: They list in detail four main ways that they can be approached for support in developing 

as an artist, these are: 1) joining their online community, 2) directly contacting them to let them 

know about you and your work, 3) submitting work via script or video and/or 4) inviting 

National Theatre Wales to come and see new work. 

Source: http://nationaltheatrewales.org/artists-and-writers-ideas 

 

http://www.ovalhouse.com/theatre/how-we-work-with-artists
http://www.bristololdvic.org.uk/ferment.html
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Kaleider (Exeter-based, no permanent venue) 

Language: Kaleider talk about supporting “artists to develop themselves”, they talk about 

developing ideas in particular, and about  how Kaleider can “add value” 

Offer: The means by which Kaleider suggest they can “add value” to the development of ideas 

are offers of space and time and matching up, forming or supporting collaborations. They invite 

artists to get in touch by email 

Source: http://kaleider.com/projects/kallisions/ 

OBSERVATIONS 
It seems generally expected that email will be the first point of call for venues. Most venues use 

the language of ‘artist’, the word ‘inspiring’ recurs, as do notions around a ‘next generation’ or 

‘theatre of tomorrow’. Two or three organisations/venues list examples to define what they 

mean when they talk about ‘artists’.  Offers of support come in terms of connection with a 

community, collaboration, offers of space and technical/artistic support, and (rarer) the direct 

offers of seed commissions, co-productions and full commissions. Having knowledge of these 

organisations outside of their web-materials, this is more of a reluctance to set out those 

opportunities, rather than the fact that they don’t exist/happen. All venues/organisations see 

developing new work as something that is at the heart of artist development. 

IN DEPTH CONVERSATIONS WITH 4 VENUES. 
Full versions of the conversations with the interviewees can be accessed as part of Appendix 1. 

What follows is a summary of each conversation including responses to the key questions asked. 

JO CUNDALL AT NORTHERN STAGE (NEWCASTLE-BASED, MULTI-STAGE LARGE 

VENUE, IN AN AREA LACKING A BIG COMMUNITY OF LOCAL ARTISTS AND COMPANIES) 

Jo Cundall is the programme manager at Northern Stage. Northern Stage is part of the Venues 

North coalition of seventeen venues in the north of England. They are also part of the Routes In 

document which is a highly detailed and extremely useful guide for artists in the region on how 

to build, negotiate and maintain relationships with local venues.  

Northern Stage offers a series of artist development opportunities. Cundall explains that some 

are ad hoc – on a case-by-case and need-by-need basis, and that it’s important to them that 

there is that flexibility. "There’s a lot of ad hoc support – which is central to our ethos as a 

building. Talking to people, giving them access to skills - comms, fundraising, technical team etc. 

the programming and producing team”. 

The formal support programmes, however are:  

Title Pending - an annual award for new theatre which has cash [£2000] and in-kind support 

attached to it, the bulk of that being two weeks in the building. 

Their presence at Edinburgh Fringe – a curated venue of work made in the North, which 

Cundall describes as “a fourth stage that we programme. It’s intrinsically linked to artistic 

http://kaleider.com/projects/kallisions/
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development, it’s about giving [to] artists, enabling artists to take the financial risks inherent to 

Edinburgh in a supportive way” 

North – “our graduate training programme, a graduate young company, a paid scheme with a 

competitive audition process. They get full skills training - that’s about equipping people who 

are trained in the performing arts to make their own work in this region. It’s very specific to this 

region - accessing, harnessing, using openness in this building and also signposting their work 

to other people in the region” 

Springboard - an intensive training project for artists currently in training at formal 

institutions (degrees, drama schools etc.). Cundall explains it is “competitive but I think 

[participants] pay to be on it – it’s aimed at end of second-year performing arts students.” 

Spare room - operates on an ad hoc basis, whereby “every week we look at what spaces aren’t 

being used and offer it out to our members, and they can use it for whatever they like on a first-

come, first-served basis” 

They programme their Stage 2 as a residency space - they invite artists in to make their work 

in there. This is “for fairly established artists and there’s no competitive element to that, it’s not 

open - it’s all members of the programming team suggesting people who are a good fit to the 

building. There’s some cash but mainly it’s in-kind [support] again” 

Then Stage 3 is “a place we give to people to put on their work on a box-office split model”  

They also have 3 scratch performances a year, a creative team membership scheme which is 

free to join with a range of workshops offered to the members, and they do structured work in 

educational settings. 

Cundall emphasises that they specifically support developing as well as emerging artists, citing 

this as a particular gap in provision: 

There’s lots of schemes for emerging artists but mid-career, there’s a bit of a gulf - you’re 

not eligible for emerging schemes but you can’t just walk into other venues. 

Cundall explains that they support new work and emerging artists “because it’s the heartbeat, 

it’s the life blood of it, it’s what makes working in theatres sustainable - nurturing that talent 

and enabling them to make the work they want to make. It's so you have stuff to put on and 

you’re developing your audiences too.” 

In terms of finding who they want to work with, she says, for Northern Stage the work comes 

first, “but there’s no denying the personalities of the artists come into it too - how they fit or 

challenge your ways of working - the best fit within the organisation.” Being part of a coalition 

of northern venues also allows them to support connections to more suitable venues - e.g. if the 

work of an artist who has approached them might better suit another context.  

“It’s an inexact science, which is what makes it exciting”  

In terms of language around the offers and artists, Cundall explains that while to some degree 

it’s just semantics, it’s right to be respectful of the artists and contexts in questions. Therefore, 

she suggests there shouldn’t be just one approach:  
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It has to be adapted to the personalities. There needs to be different words you can use, 

[then you] select the appropriate one. As a general rule we use 'emerging artist', but we use 

others -[for example],  "early-career artists". 'North' is very specifically about graduates - 

so we say graduates. But that’s more to stop people still in training applying for it, that’s 

one of the clearest distinctions we make. 

The main manner of getting involved with Northern Stage is via the website. They also do mail-

outs and cross-posting with other organisations. All of the Northern Stage staff’s direct contact 

details are listed on their site, and also there is the Venues North consortium, which seems to be 

incredibly valuable to the Northern Stage context – in an area of the country lacking a thriving 

community of artists and makers. 

As a consortium we have a level of trust and a shared vocabulary , so we have a way of 

talking to each other in a more informed way - when we’re advocating for our artists to 

other people. Routes In is a good example of that shared knowledge and conversation.  

Routes In can be accessed at http://arconline.co.uk/routes-in-a-guide-to-getting-new-work-

programmed-in-the-north-of-england  

Northern Stage also have close connections to their local universities, do talks at Freshers’ 

Weeks, and do building tours and career talks for pupils in formal education (up to 16). 

 (How) do you measure the effectiveness? 

Cundall also highlighted that there often seems to be little time to evaluate the effectiveness of 

artist development – they record some facts and figures for ACE and local authority reporting, 

but she suggests that  

One of the most effective evaluations we did was originally of Title Pending and two other 

programmes we don’t run any more (funded by the Northern Rock Foundation). These took 

individual case studies that followed 2 or 3 artists from every level of interaction they had 

with this building and showed how our contact with them developed them. That was one of 

the most fulfilling evaluations.  I think case studies are one of the best ways [to evaluate 

artist development]. 

The report itself is included as Appendix 2. But to generalise the summary points of the report, 

the evaluation found that: 

 The fact that [artist development] isn’t ‘a ladder’ appeals to artists and there have been 
several unique pathways utilised.  But as competition is high, it is easier for us to be able 
to gauge how [different pathways to development] would be best used if we can see 
some work by all the proposing artists.  We therefore need to make more time to attend 
work-in-progress showings etc.  We should also perhaps encourage more people to see 
First in Three [a scratch night] as a prime opportunity to showcase work. 

 Internally we have been able to better understand why we are putting resources to 
helping outside artists make work, because it is branded under one Northern Stage 
banner and therefore the motivation is implicit. 

 It is equally valid to have an outcome of ‘that didn’t work’ as it is to find a show.  […] 
 There is no one structure that works for all artists.  Some like to have a rehearsal/ 

technical schedule in place ahead of the first day, others prefer to take a more ad hoc 
process.  […] 

http://arconline.co.uk/routes-in-a-guide-to-getting-new-work-programmed-in-the-north-of-england
http://arconline.co.uk/routes-in-a-guide-to-getting-new-work-programmed-in-the-north-of-england
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 The timescale of Title Pending needs to be tighter, with longer lead-in times and more 
space between each phase.  This will give us a better chance of increasing both the 
quality and quantity of submissions. 

 We should be shouting about what we have achieved more.  
 
The key thing that Cundall explains Northern Stage learned from its evaluation is that it’s 

useful to portray artist development schemes as non-hierarchical, at the same time as admitting 

that successful relationships do often build on previous work.  

I think what I’m trying to say is that the most successful relationships - proper mutually 

beneficial relationships […] - take time. The most successful relationships are with people 

who have been involved in various ways over many programs. 

In terms of lessons they’ve learned through evaluating their approaches, Cundall explained that 

these tended to be around expectation management, but noted also that mitigating too much 

risk would be damaging for the ecology of work made with them: 

We’ve had stuff that we’ve perhaps committed to a bit too early and then the expectations 

haven’t been managed and we feel like they’ve asked a lot from us and not got what they 

needed. That’s about communication, and often that’s a personality thing, too, that people 

are able to communicate with one another... And then there’s other things we’ve committed 

to in early stages which we realise doesn’t fit with the building. But that doesn’t mean you 

don’t take the risk. We want to encourage [the idea] that standing in front of an audience 

and bombing can be useful - mistakes are made but you always learn from them. 

 

ANNABEL TURPIN, AT ARC, STOCKTON  
(BASED IN STOCKTON-ON-TEES, ANOTHER LARGE VENUE BUT IN A SMALL TOWN, AND 

AGAIN, LACKING A BIG COMMUNITY OF LOCAL ARTISTS AND COMPANIES) 

Annabel Turpin is the Artistic Director at ARC in Stockton-on-Tees, also a member of the 

Venues North coalition of northern venues, which it initiated and now runs. ARC has several 

large stages and rehearsal rooms, plus a café space, and cabaret space in the upstairs seating 

area, used for casual and pervasive performances. When asked about the artist development 

that ARC offer, Turpin talks about three kinds of support, all focused on developing the artists 

and audience ecology in the area: 

 Supporting artists to make work; 

 Supporting artist to export and distribute their work and  

 Connecting artists and audiences together. 

She says, firstly, “we do lots of talking and listening with artists - I don’t think we should 

underestimate the importance of that”. She adds that the reason ARC  “primarily support 

emerging artists is because we started our artist development at a point where we didn’t have 

any established artists to work with, in an area that didn’t have any established artists”. As such, 

their support is shifting as an artist community begins to emerge in the area. “As they are 

getting more experienced, we’re exploring ways we continue to support them”. 
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Supporting artists to make work is about helping them get funding, partners, giving them 

space, confidence, belief, the kind of practical advice and technical and marketing support 

we can offer here. [And then] for artists we fully produce […] we tour book and also do lots 

of work with other venues to ensure the work isn't developed in isolation - Bridging the 

Gap, Routes North, and Venues North are all about making sure the work has a life beyond 

ARC. There’s also a third bit which is about connecting artists and audience together. 

We’re learning how to do that and getting better at doing it.  One of the things we’re really 

keen to do is to help artists connect with audiences while the work is being made as well as 

when it’s made.  

Turpin notes that by inviting people from both in and out of the region to make new work there, 

audiences are able to see more of the process [and] understand the context of where a piece has 

come from. “Increasingly we don’t really book finished touring work any more. We bring it in at 

an earlier stage - that’s critical.” 

 Therefore, the reason they support artist development is because “we want to influence work 

that’s available to our audiences. As an organisation we’re here for the benefit of audiences in 

the North East. We support artists so we have amazing shows to put on for our audiences and 

also so we have the chance of influencing the work that is available to them.” 

 This plays a large role in how they select artists to work with. Firstly “they have to be interested 

in us - that’s quite key - I mean us and our audiences. They’ve got to have a reason to come here 

and work here. And the other side is we’ve got to be interested in their work, we’ve got to feel 

their ideas and work would resonate with our audiences.” 

As Turpin describes it, the audience are as much at the heart of artist development as the artist 

in ARC’s approach. 

In terms of the language they use to describe the makers they work with, Turpin also has the 

audience in mind: 

I don’t really like any of the language - I struggle with the word 'artist' because to lots of 

audiences artist means visual artist. So I struggle with that word when I’m not talking to 

artists, which I think is unhelpful; the word artist gets in the way. 

 I know there’s issues with emerging and mid-career and I think sometimes we get too 

worked up about that and it doesn’t really matter, but I can understand ‘mid-career’ 

people might feel like there’s a focus of support on what’s new and different. I’m not sure I 

have strong feelings about those. They’re just words for ‘more experienced’ and ‘less 

experienced.’ 

This is the crux of the language issue – communicating to the creative-community (to whom 

‘artist’ means ‘maker of theatre and performance in a non-traditional play script context’), and 

communicating to those who might find such work accessible, but have no way of accessing the 

linguistic context of such work. Likewise, ‘more experienced’ and ‘less experienced’ are 

essentially the industry-wise concerns when targeting development opportunities. Turpin 

explains that she just tries to think about “where are they used where it matters? I try and avoid 

using them if I can - in call-outs we use the word ‘emerging,’ but in the criteria we might say 
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things like ‘you must have had one professional production’.” She also notes that the ACE 

terminology for artist development tends to be ‘Talent Development’. 

In terms of accessing opportunities with ARC, as well as direct approach via email or phone, 

there is ARCADE: “a free membership scheme any professional artist can join, as long as they 

make a commitment to come here. We expect them to attend shows (they get free tickets), and 

through that they can access our time/expertise, workshops and shows we put on.” 

They also run open calls which are advertised through ARC’s networks, Arts Jobs, Ideas Tap, and 

other online resources.   

Ultimately people can just contact us, and we’ll get back to them - I like to think we’re quite 

open in that sense. We’re very conscious we don’t want to end up just working with people 

we know. That’s why we do open calls: we don’t want to fall into that trap of working with 

just the same group of people. Open calls are a deliberate way of putting ourselves on 

artists’ radars, and of getting them on our radar. We have a good track record of 

supporting people who don’t necessarily ‘win’ the open call. People are coming to us with 

exciting ideas. It’s a two-way responsibility.  

In terms of evaluating the effectiveness of their artist development, Turpin explains that “one of 

the priorities of our business plan is being better at evaluation. We don’t measure either side - 

we don’t measure what we put in - the numbers side […] I want to be measuring that on a more 

consistent basis. And also we’re not asking artists to feed back to us enough. We’re missing how 

audiences are responding and how artists are feeling about it.” 

She explains that both numbers and qualitative feedback are valuable to them – and that they 

are beginning to add in 250-word artist evaluations into their agreements with artists and 

companies. On the basis of her observations since becoming Artistic Director, however, Turpin 

suggests that the most successful part of the artist development they’ve offered is: 

[…] the belief and confidence that we give people. And also probably the work we do with 

other venues, whereby we’re not just giving our support but helping them lever support 

from other venues. I’d say those would be the most valuable. ARCADE has been really 

successful, we had a 25 member aim and we have nearly 250 members now. Work has been 

made that might not have been made otherwise 

She also highlights the work done with other venues to support artists across the region: 

I think the stuff we do with other venues has been really successful, […] like the Venues 

North Routes In thing - that’s been successful. 

[…] But in terms of artists it’s about working with individuals and giving them what they 

need. [And in terms of ongoing relationships,] it’s the same as audience development; 

ultimately it’s just about talking to people. Talking and listening is underestimated 

sometimes. 
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DAVID LOCKWOOD AT THE BIKE SHED, EXETER BASED, A SMALL STUDIO THEATRE 

VENUE IN AN AREA WITH A HISTORIC ‘LONDON-DRAIN’ MEANING THEY HAVE FEW LOCAL 

COMPANIES / ARTISTS MAKING WORK. 

David Lockwood is the Director of The Bike Shed in Exeter. A much smaller venue than the 

previous two case studies, the Bike Shed has fewer resources in terms of both staff, turnover, 

and space. At the time of speaking, they had recently had been awarded NPO status.  

The artist development support that the Bike Shed offers comes under the heading 'Framework' 

- a several-stranded, ‘joined up’ series of opportunities that originated from a series of scratch 

nights, and which now includes; 

 Scratch nights / 'Framework in Progress' 

 From Devon With Love – a three-week festival each January of work made in 

Devon. 

 Free Room / Framework Space – the offer of space in an empty retail unit 

donated by the city council; available for artists' use all year round 

 A collaboration with the University of Exeter supporting a company over a year 

with mentoring and workshops to develop a new piece of work.  

While the Bike Shed is similar in terms of resources to CPT, they have a similar problem to ARC 

and Northern Stage in that there aren’t ‘enough artists’ locally. Lockwood explains that the heart 

of their artist development is around support for local artists, although they also work with 

artists from around the UK: 

The main way we programme ‘nationally’ is through residencies [80+% of which are with 

national artists/companies]. Devon historically hasn’t had infrastructure for supporting 

local artists, so that’s why Framework is important. But the main way we programme - 

because we’re a smaller space - [is to] support people at the beginning of their careers. 

There are exceptions for this obviously, but because of the size of our space - a 60-seat 

theatre - that’s usually companies at a certain age, at a certain scale in their careers. 

Central to making their programming possible is ensuring that work is made specifically for 

their space. “We can put on a more interesting programme by supporting artists in making work 

for it - and that equally applies to a company from London as Tiverton. Framework [exists] 

because we want a community of artists working in the area and county. To stop the London 

drain of artists, to develop audiences, to give people here the opportunity to work here if they 

want to.” 

Their support strands therefore divide up between local artists and ones from beyond Devon. 

Lockwood explains that they will (almost) unconditionally “support any local artist. They can 

meet us. From Devon with Love is open access, anyone can perform. It's the same with the Free 

Space, and monthly scratch nights - anyone can approach us. We now (due to our increased 

capacity) have a commitment to seeing any piece of work across Devon”. In terms of the type of 

work they support – they are interested in work that they define as “new, imaginative, that feels 

like it’s speaking to an audience, now […] We’re interested in new, imaginative work.” Lockwood 

explains that the main means of finding a way to these opportunities is online. “We’re very clear 

on our website, the idea is that’s the first way that most people find out about the organisation. 

[There is] very clear signposting towards starting conversations with us.” 
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Likewise their national programming is linked to a local approach. “It’s work that inspires us 

and that will inspire local artists and audiences, and also artists that we think will like us/Exeter, 

so we can extend the relationship.” 

In terms of career-stage language, Lockwood is unconcerned with semantics. 

I use the word emerging artist at the moment but that’s a bit lazy semantically. […] We 

don’t talk about mid-career - that feels really weird to me. I use that word ‘established’ a 

lot, as a way of differentiating. But I think I’m probably not interested in labels, but more 

interested in talking about them on a more specific level. Each artist is very different so 

they don’t need categories. There would only be two, the very new and those going for a bit 

longer.  

Really in a weird way professionalism is a way of looking at it. 'We are valuing ourselves, 

and will pay ourselves the value of our work’. That shift for me is the most interesting. And 

that’s to do with, historically, when you started taking yourself seriously, [that] was when 

you left Exeter. We want to support artists so they don’t have to do that. 

Again there’s a notion of there only really being two categories here: ‘ those who are very new’ 

and ‘those who have been going for longer’ – with a note around professionalism, that is, paying 

oneself for the work one does. 

In terms of measuring the effectiveness of their artist development, the Bike Shed don’t do so 

“very well - because we’re small and just starting. It’s more important to be doing it that 

measuring it, I think.” 

More important for Lockwood, is developing the community around work in Devon and the SW. 

“It’s developing our community’s way of understanding itself. Also, artists -  more of them 

getting successful G4As, touring and being favourably received. This is all about local artists.” 

In terms of supporting ongoing relationships, Lockwood says he thinks “the artists make that 

call for us. I think the artists know what the opportunities are. We’re under-subscribed in terms 

of our opportunities … And there have been companies that have got physically too big for our 

space. So we wave them on and wish them well and if they then want to perform at the 200-seat 

Phoenix, we’ll support that, make introductions”. But mostly, as long as a company or artist is 

interesting to the Bike Shed and its community of artists and audience, and the company or 

artist are interested in working with them, then it's a ‘good fit’ and the relationship will 

continue. 

 

EMMA FRANKLAND OF CAMPSITE AN ORGANISATION WITHOUT A VENUE 

SPECIFICALLY DEDICATED TO SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE FOR SMALL AND IMPERMANENT 

SPACES (TENTS, CARAVANS, ETC.) 

Emma Frankland is one of the co-curators of the pop-up venue and artist development 

organisation Campsite – who are specifically included in this network review for their ‘without-

building’ context, and also for their non-project-based focus on artist development. 
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Campsite’s main artist development output is the Retreat, whereby they take a group of artists 

to a remote campsite in Cornwall for a week. 

We cater for them, [cover their costs]... The idea is to provide space for whatever they need. 

Nominally it’s to consider what work for small spaces might be like - so that’s there if you 

want to latch onto something. But what it is really is an offer of time and space with no 

agenda attached to it, and that feels revolutionary for people. On day one, everyone wants 

to know what they’re supposed to do. We check in and out at the beginning and end of the 

day; that structure helps, but that’s it. It finds its own rhythm; people by the Thursday have 

often produced loads of stuff.  

For Frankland this is key, that the offer of space and time is entirely without strings attached, 

and also that it’s free for the artist. Each artist selected is nominated by other companies and 

organisations. 

All they have to commit is their time. We can’t pay anyone but we cover all the costs, and 

people have been referred by organisations, so they come with self-respect. We don’t have 

any second round, whoever’s nominated is invited. We have no agenda.  

Campsite also offer commissions as part of their work as a pop-up venue. Because it’s project-

specific, that's not “a completely open offer, but rather in response to certain museums and 

departments within museums [i.e. contexts to which Campsite themselves have been invited to 

respond.] But it has cold, hard cash [attached] - and that’s a very strong thing to offer to young 

artists [...] We provide all the space, framework, expenses, costs for materials and travel too - 

trying always not to leave the extra stuff out.” 

Campsite is run by a group of producers and makers, so they have a keen idea of what’s 

important. For Frankland, that’s time and space away from specific projects, and concrete 

commissions with money attached – neither of which should hold hidden or implicit costs for 

the artist. 

Being an artist who supports other artists is vital to Frankland: 

Because my philosophy of being an artist feeds into that - supporting each other, that’s 

how it keeps working. I don’t see it as a separate thing to my art practice. Being  a 

producer and facilitator feels central to it. We should all provide opportunities, and 

sometimes it’s easier to provide an opportunity for 20 people than for yourself. 

In terms of access, having a smaller capacity also means that they don’t have the capacity to 

manage processes such as open calls, so additionally it’s important to them to be 

[…] very transparent with how we programme. We don’t have the capacity to do an open 

call and also we want it to be curated. [Through nominations] we’ve met new people, new 

artists […] We’ve worked with the people [after they’ve been] on the retreats, and they’ve 

worked with each other. This was a way of opening the door for new demographics we 

don’t have knowledge of - BME artists, disabled artists, deaf artists […] Some of the 

organisations we’ve asked to nominate are ones we know have those communities at their 

heart. [They help us] to find collaborators for the future. 
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In terms of language, Frankland says that “we do use emerging and established, but that’s only 

because it’s the language which is used. I don’t really know what that means. I think that’s a 

better language than age. Doing it by age is a barrier, so I tend to look at past history of work. 

But also people self-define - that’s important: people are what they say they are.” Self-definition 

is the solution to indistinct language, for Campsite. And finally, in terms of measuring 

effectiveness, Campsite collects evaluations from the artists who attend the Retreat. "We collect 

what they thought at the end of the retreat - we monitor what people go on and do afterwards. 

That’s it really, there’s no quant data. In terms of development it’s that anecdotal listening to 

what people say and trying to implement that in future years.” 

In terms of improving their current offer, Frankland would like to combine the no-pressure 

context of the retreat with that ‘cold hard cash’ 

I wish we could do more. I wish we could afford to subsidise the work that is commissioned. 

I wish we could offer commissions that were open ended - to combine the money with the 

no pressure of end result. [But] that’s harder to achieve for us at the moment.  

This is an important perspective to combine with the venue-based concerns, which have their 

local ecology and audiences at their heart. The artist-curator doesn’t always want project-

specific opportunities, and they do need financial support. 
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CPT ARTIST NETWORK SURVEY 
A survey (which can be accessed here) was sent via email to around 35 artists with whom CPT 

had previously had an artist development relationship. 12 artists responded – approximately a 

30% take up – which is a strong take up for an unsolicited survey. The artists were suggested by 

Brian Logan, and contacted by Hannah Nicklin. Of those who responded, 8% were 21-25, 50% 

26-30, 17% 31-35, and 8% from the 51-55 age range. Of those who chose to respond to the 

question on gender they were 60% female/cis-female, and 40% male. 11 survey participants 

responded to the ethnicity question, with 6 describing as white or white-British, 1 white-Irish, 1 

white other, 1 British/Asian and 1 European white. None of the respondents would describe 

themselves as disabled by the definition of the Disability Discrimination Act. 75% of 

respondents were based in Greater London, with representation from the East Midlands, South 

West – both at 8%, one person chose not to contribute to that question. 

In terms of general questions around artist development, the survey asked: Which three of 

these forms of artist development do you feel are most useful? The following are the results 

arranged in terms of most popular: 

Support developing new work 8 67% 

Scratch nights - opportunities to perform 6 50% 

Mentoring 6 50% 

Associate artist positions 4 33% 

Support developing early work 3 25% 

Brokering of relationships with other artists and organisations 3 25% 

Career development advice 2 17% 

Admin and finance development 1 8% 

Workshops and masterclasses (free) 1 8% 

Support developing new collaborations 0 0% 

Workshops and masterclasses (paid) 0 0% 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Md1sDHr8Hq6p0sA4CO2INqwW_OSBrRU7WJyZE42_a3w/viewform
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The most popular forms of artist development focus on supporting the making of new work in a 

context of other’s expertise – and of exhibiting that work in front of new audiences. 

In general terms, the survey respondents didn’t find artist development ‘very’ accessible (5 on 

the below scale), most finding it in between ‘not at all’ and ‘very’ (50% of respondents picked 

the middle of the scale). 

How accessible, in general, do you feel artist development schemes are? 

 

In answer to the question “What should the aims of artist development be?” respondents 

gave answers that were split between concrete resources – space and financial support, and 

network-based ones – evaluation, collaboration, “being in an environment that offers different 

ways of thinking”, mentoring, making them feel welcome and part of a challenging and 

welcoming community. 

To help widen an artist's audience, to give financial support and give flexible rehearsal space. 

Providing opportunity. Providing space for rehearsal and performance. Networking. The aims 

are to help artists get their work made, seen and evaluated in order that it can flourish and 

progress. 

It depends where you are at in your career but in general it is to step up a couple of notches the 

level of thinking and the standard of making, challenge past ways of making through 

questioning , collaborations, being in an environment that offers different ways of thinking and 

that validates the role of the artist in society 

To develop confidence. 

To provide resources (time, space, money, advice) to develop work in a risk-free environment 

Building confidence in emerging artists, advocating for artists, structural support for 

development and caring hands-on mentorship 

To continue support beyond scratches and networking events, to maintain the relationships 

with these artists so that they always feel welcome to pursue new/old projects and ideas. 

To help artists distinguish what they are about and how they want to make work. 
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To guide the artist in making career-based decisions, provide / point in the direction of 

opportunities available 

Progressing the artist's career 

Giving developing artists a home, advising artists on how best to expose their work to audiences 

(and navigate the administration around this), challenging people's work from a position of 

knowledge 

 

In terms of the semantics/language around 

stages of development, the survey participants 

were asked Which of the following terms are 

you comfortable with? They are again, here, 

arranged by preference. Emerging Artist and 

Developing Artist are mildly preferable, but the 

distinction is very low and might not be produced 

by a larger or different sample of respondents. 

Additionally, in response to the question How 

important do you feel this kind of language is 

for you? Half of all respondents did not feel that 

the language distinction was important (choosing 

either ‘1’ or ‘2’ where ‘1’ = not at all important 

and ‘5’ = very important), 1/3 of respondents 

were neutral, and 17% felt that it was important, 

but not strongly so: 

 

This was clarified by some in response to “Do you have anything else to add?” with artists not 

being a great deal more certain than artistic directors, there was a sense that labels are both 

necessary and insufficient.  

The descriptions (language) are necessary in order to be able to contextualise artists and their 

work, however sometimes labelling is complex. 

Emerging artist 8 67% 

Developing artist 7 58% 

Early career artist 6 50% 

Mid career artist 5 42% 

Established artist 3 25% 

New artist 3 25% 

Other 2 17% 

Upcoming artist 1 8% 
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It feels like there is a big jump from emerging to mid-career artist. Therefore I think a lot of 

artists feel they are stuck at emerging level for a long time - there maybe needs to be a term in 

between these two? 

I find it off-putting, there also seems to be a grey area between emerging and established 

Artist who'd like to be an artist but finds it difficult to find the time and/or money and/or 

collaborators. Is there a term for that? 

In terms of Specific questions around artist development at CPT, all respondents reported 

having been part of a piece of artist 

development at CPT, with the most 

common forms of engagement the 

provision of rehearsal space, 

showcasing opportunities, ad hoc 

support developing new work, and 

structured schemes developing new 

work. In response to the statement 

"I felt that the artist development 

I was a part of was valuable" 

where ‘1’ = ‘not at all important’ 

and ‘5’ = ‘very important’ 17% of 

respondents were neutral, and 83% 

positive or very positive 

For "I felt well supported by CPT during my development" most respondents (83%) were 

similarly positive, although 17% had not felt well supported: 

 

 

 

 

 

All respondents 

were either positive 

(50%) or very positive (42%) about their ongoing relationship with CPT. One person chose not 

to respond. 
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"I am happy with my relationship with CPT following my development" (1 = not at all, 5 = 

very) 

 

The final question was: How could CPT's artist development be improved? 

Responses focused on the providing a more challenging environment “to help makers question 

what they do”, an unease with the specificity of the perceived “in-house style”, one respondent 

wanted more structure – but not too much. Respondents also wanted a stronger network 

around artists – particularly critical feedback, and following up on the progress of work. Then 

there were also practical concerns – particularly around technician support. One respondent 

finished by concluding that  

Good artist development lies in the ability to offer individually tailored support - rather 

than a 'one rule fits all' policy. However it would be really helpful to have clearer 

information on the boundaries of this support and the expectation of acknowledgment, 

credits etc. We have greatly benefited from the generosity and enthusiasm CPT have shown 

towards our company and feel that the venue is in a strong position to offer support for 

artists. 

Full responses: 

By offering some serious 'crits', as in the visual arts model, to help makers question what they 

do, how, what they want to communicate and how and why they do it that way and not another 

way…  

I feel like the range of artists involved in artist development schemes could be broadened. It can 

feel like there is a certain type of work - and, perhaps more importantly, a certain way of talking 

about work - in the foreground. I was very excited about the different types of conversations on 

the artist development scheme at CPT, but it was quite a lot of effort to find my way into a house 

style, perhaps, of talking about work. 

A bit more structure than I am aware of. But not too much structure. Seed commissions around 

a small number of artists each year (who become the equivalent of associates). A membership 
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network of artists, with discount/free tickets for shows in exchange for critical feedback on the 

work.  

Maybe some more following up of our work would have pushed us to work harder at continuing 

our piece. 

I am not sure if the improvements might be from our side as much as CPT's side. I would have 

perhaps liked to find a better strategy for getting industry professionals along to see the show 

(on for just one night, so a little bit complicated). Perhaps having a second performance night 

would have helped the odds. (That would have also been nice!!) Otherwise I felt privileged to 

have the opportunity, and thoroughly enjoyed being at the theatre for the week of rehearsal. 

After a project has finished, or at some point during the project, perhaps some 'what next' 

advice would be useful 

Provide a technician  

Get Internet in the basement space 

There could be more connection between the artists CPT support. As a company we have been 

supported for several years in an informal way by CPT, but we realise we are not very aware of 

everyone else who is supported by them too. Opportunities to connect with CPT peers would be 

beneficial and may bring a real sense of community to the venue. We have enjoyed the ad hoc 

nature of the support we have received so far and actually think that the flexibility of the 

support and the team is really refreshing. Good artist development lies in the ability to offer 

individually tailored support - rather than a 'one rule fits all policy'. However it would be really 

helpful to have clearer information on the boundaries of this support and the expectation of 

acknowledgment, credits etc. We have greatly benefited from the generosity and enthusiasm 

CPT have shown towards our company, and feel that the venue is in a strong position to offer 

support for artists. 
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CPT – ARTIST DEVELOPMENT  
The following assessment of CPT’s current artist development practices will operate 

methodologically along the same lines as the Network review – based on an evaluation of 

intention as garnered from an in-depth interview with Brian Logan, Artistic Director of CPT. 

This will then be considered in the concluding sections against the artist survey, and with 

additional detail in the exploration of two completed and one pending artist development case 

studies: a commission of a new piece of work as part of the Calm Down Dear festival 2014; a co-

production of a potentially touring work with MAC theatre in Birmingham; and a proposed 

Associate Artist scheme. 

The intentions of CPT’s artist development strategy: 

In terms of language, and art form specificity, Logan describes CPT as supporting “innovative/ 

unconventional/leftfield/experimental theatre – [artists] trying to do something new with 

theatre, not made according to the traditional hierarchies of playwright, director, actor” - 

although, as Logan goes on to say “we try not to be fundamentalist about it. […] But broadly 

speaking, if artists come to describe their show to you and you think they might be trying to do 

something unusual with theatre that might give audiences something they might not have seen 

before - even if that does involve some reference to those hierarchies — we’d probably still take 

an interest”. There is a similar (and industry-wide, if one is to draw from the artists and artistic 

directors/programmers consulted in this research) hesitance around career-stage definitions. 

For Brian, the concerns are around excluding people who would not self-describe as ‘emerging’, 

but whom he would definitely identify as a company or artist that CPT are interested in working 

with 

I would consider [emerging artists] to be central to the type of artists CPT are interested in 

[but I don’t want to use language that might make someone go] ‘oh hang on, does that 

exclude me then? - I’ve been a theatre maker for 8/9/10 years’. In the span of a 50-year 

career, 10 years is still early career, but they might not want to see themselves as still ‘early 

career’ - so that’s a tricky one. 

This definition and possible exclusion is of specific concern to CPT, however, because their 

raison d’être is to specifically support the newest and riskiest work in contemporary 

performance. 

We think ‘what do we provide that others don’t?’ ‘How can we be most useful in the theatre 

ecology?’ […] ‘Can we be the first rung on the ladder for people who want to make new 

theatre in new ways?’ [Ideally] we will be one of the most accessible places to them right at 

the start of their career. One of the ways we try and project that […] is we try and use 

phrases like ‘early career’ or ‘emerging artist’ - but they’re imperfect phrases. 

This means that CPT’s main challenge is “finding the artists you’re here to help" – rather than 

“relying on them finding you”. There’s a real challenge for CPT in this respect – and one which 

few of the venues/organisations interviewed spoke particularly about – related to class or 
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“cultural capital”1. How does a venue reach out to those who don’t know where to look, don’t 

know which keywords to Google, might not have experienced any contemporary theatre or 

theatre-making at all? This is perhaps not entirely practical within CPT’s resources (low on staff 

time), and Logan emphasises that while  

[…] it would be exciting to think you were a theatre that was more accessible to those who 

don’t find theatre that accessible […] I think that’s fantasy on our part, that we have the 

resources to do that. […] Stuff we can’t afford, don’t have the resources to do, like getting 

off the beaten track and going to see work that might not be in the mainstream yet, going 

to graduate showcases, finding subcultural performance events or performances in 

different cultural contexts entirely 

CPT, nevertheless, promote their opportunities and resources in similar avenues as other 

venues: online, on the theatre’s website, social media, academic listings, Ideas Tap and Arts Jobs. 

Artists can invite CPT to see work they’re doing, or come into the theatre and ‘have a chat’. 

Otherwise it’s when CPT staff see artists at festivals and showcases, or when a member of the 

artist community around the venue recommends a new artist or company. There’s a London 

focus to what CPT are resourced do, but they also often find themselves approached by out-of-

London companies for a ‘foot in the door’ at a London venue. 

We have a London focus - it’s not a policy decision but often because we don’t have the 

artist budget to pay for people to travel further afield. People in the past have found us one 

of the more approachable London places, but there’s an inevitable London focus to what 

we do. [...] We want to be a Camden resource at the centre of our community.  

Logan sets out the aims of CPT’s artist development as twofold: 

 To help artists make great work that might not otherwise be made/help start careers 

that might not otherwise get started. 

 To (be known to) identify high-quality, exciting new performance work that will add to 

the contemporary performance ecology. 

In terms of achieving this, Logan considers the following strengths and weaknesses in or against 

their favour: 

Weaknesses 

 Lack of money 

 Lack of staff/time 

 Lack of space 

 Lack of systematisation of support 

Strengths 

                                                             
1 A piece of sociological terminology popularised by Pierre Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron 

in 1973, that references “non-financial social assets that promote social mobility beyond 

economic means. Examples can include education, intellect, style of speech, dress, or physical 

appearance.” (Wikipedia, 2014) 
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 Organisational expertise 

 Artist community 

 Organisational profile 

 Don’t ask for much in return for support (in terms of money or rights) 

 Flexibility; no prescriptive model of support 

On those last two points in each section, Logan explains:  

Flexibility is […] a double-edged sword. [At the moment] we can be responsive, we don’t 

have strait-jacketed models, we can do things at the last minute, but [there is a downside 

to that...] To some degree, we need to systemise the way we do artist development. 

Logan explains that - subsequent to being supported by the venue - artists sometimes don’t 

credit CPT at all, or that with flexibility can come a slightly shambolic or disorganised 

environment that can make artists feel less well supported.  

Likewise, Logan elaborates on the importance of the artist community – which both the 

literature review and the artist survey2 emphasised as being critical to good artist development 

and support. "Having a big community of artists is an advantage. People enjoy feeling like 

they’re in a space crowded with artists, it makes it easier to meet and talk to other artists.” 

CPT considers artist and project development to go “hand in hand”. They don’t currently have 

any programmes of support aside from project development, although they would be open to 

specifically career-focussed, or general advice meetings. Logan is interested in tackling the lack 

of non-project-specific support through the Associate Artist programme. 

The current programmes of development aside from ad hoc relationships are:  

Starting Blocks – a ten-week programme running January to March supporting 5-6 artists or 

companies, selected via open call and follow-up interview. To develop their new project ideas to 

work-in-progress stage, artists are given access to two weeks minimum of rehearsal space and a 

weekly Starting Blocks community meeting, with cross-community showings and a final 

showcase performance as part of the annual Sprint festival. These projects are frequently also 

developed further following the end of the opportunity. Logan describes the scheme as “a 

[potential] feeder school for our programme over the following eighteen months.” 

Programme/festival-specific open calls – CPT frequently have open calls around planned 

features and festivals in their programme, e.g. '20/20 Vision', an open call for projects that 

explored how the world / society has changed in the last 20 years, and how it will change in the 

20 to come. (Part of the 'CPT@20' anniversary season.) 

One-off opportunities - CPT occasionally initiates bespoke artist development opportunities 

e.g. 'Passing the baton', pegged to its CPT@20 twentieth birthday celebrations. 'Passing the 

baton' saw 10 veteran CPT artists select 10 early-career artists/companies to bring new work to 

the venue. Selected artists were given one week rehearsal/development space, £500 seed 

commission, and a showcase opportunity - introduced by the artist who selected them. 

                                                             
2 Though obviously as artists that CPT have worked with this is a selective and biased sample. 
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Ad hoc support, Logan explains, is usually accessed by either invitation following seeing great 

new work, or by artists approaching CPT. “The lion’s share of the stuff comes from 

conversations, pitches over cups of tea, that kind of thing.” 

When asked how CPT measure their artist development, Logan replies  

Pretty poorly is the honest answer. Again, if we do it at all it’s pretty ad hoc - You do 

Activity Report Forms for ACE and other funders, but what metrics you apply [isn't always 

clear or consistent.] Usually how many people have seen it , what a production has gone on 

to do, reviews … We seldom have evaluative conversations. Actually, what frequently 

happens is that we do informally have email exchanges or a cup of tea  - not usually 

codified as evaluations, but about how things went and how we can take things further. We 

haven’t got a reliable structure we always fall back on. 

In terms of qualitative and more general evaluation of the successes and potential 

improvements to CPT’s artist development strategies, Logan suggests that it’s largely 

relationship-based. It may be the case that communications or personalities don’t quite gel;  or 

companies or artists may use the space, but not contribute to the wider community; or, on 

occasion, may not be able to commit to the relationship in terms of Artistic Director attention, 

advice, critical friendship. This expectation mismatch – which is a problem of ad-hoc style 

support - is a significant challenge, says Logan. On the one hand, it may mean artists not 

involving themselves fully in experiences, or "projects we feel we’ve put a lot into [going] out 

into the world and not crediting us." Or, from CPT’s side, for example, “there’s occasionally an 

expectation mismatch with us” when they haven’t had staff capacity to support the day to day 

running of the theatre as smoothly as would be ideal. 

Additionally he suggests that sometimes the open call themes aren’t as strong as they could be, 

and mostly, he’s concerned with the little amount of money they can offer: 

There’s something unsatisfying about a £500 seed commission - it’s a negligible amount. 

But from an artist perspective it’s not nothing, and it can be used as leverage on other 

money. But [those sums] are a little unsatisfying sometimes. 

In terms of ongoing relationships, there’s a sense that artists may become a permanent part of 

the CPT community, but also, that there may be a right time for artists or communities to 

‘outgrow’ CPT and what the venue can offer. 

We’re a place with a focus on early-career artists so there should be an expectation, 

ambition that those artists then produce their work here less and less because they’re 

getting higher profile, more lucrative offers elsewhere. So we’re excited to see artists get 

bigger opportunities elsewhere. […] Some of the more established artists come back here to 

do more under the radar or experimental things. We're content for them to move on but 

there’ll still be opportunities to do stuff here. 
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CPT – CASE STUDIES 
Two examples of new forms of artist development for CPT are here considered through 

interview with the key stakeholders (CPT and the artist/co-producer) followed by a summary of 

the intentions of the new Associate Artist scheme. 

COMMISSIONING SH!T THEATRE'S WOMEN’S HOUR 

An homage to the popular BBC Radio 4 magazine programme, 

Woman’s Hour, Sh!t Theatre's Women’s Hour uses satire, song, 

movement and mess to interrogate how the media portrays 

women, the obsessive and often funny gender binaries in 

modern life and the effect that has on the treatment of women in 

society. (Sh!t Theatre, 2014) 

BRIAN LOGAN ON CPT’S APPROACH TO THE OPPORTUNITY 
This commission is a good example of the kind of late notice, ad-hoc opportunity CPT are able to 

create in response to their programming - though it was distinct from previous examples 

because of the substantial fee they were able to offer (“the biggest lump sum of money we’ve 

ever given an artist”) and because it offered the company their first three-week London run: the 

headline slot in one of CPT’s festivals. The commission came together very swiftly – not through 

Starting Blocks or an open call, but in response to Logan’s experience of the company’s work - 

specifically, their 'scratch' performance of an early version of Women's Hour in the previous 

year's festival of feminism.  

In the first Calm Down Dear festival […] they came and did sketches under the banner of 

Women’s Hour […] They were regular visiting artists whose work we’d never directly 

developed. We began to think about doing the CDD festival again - originally I thought 

we’d do a four-night version, and that maybe the Sh!t Theatre thing could be developed for 

that. Then partly because of a successful funding application and other things that came 

up, the festival began to grow, and a four-day run became a three-week run, […] It wasn’t 

as much of a careful decision - can we sell it, does it justify it, does it suit them? It wasn’t 

[particularly] strategic thinking... 

In the event, Logan was very pleased with the process, although suspects it was “quite hectic" 

for the company as they came straight from performing a new show in Edinburgh to writing and 

rehearsing a new show for a three-week run in London. 

It might have felt like an intense challenge, [but] they responded to that well. They may 

have felt that was a prescriptive way of making a show, but it did well commercially and 

hopefully will create more opportunities for them and expose more people to their work - It 

sold well, it sold out. […] Got good reviews too. 
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In terms of improving the process, the main thing from CPT’s point of view would be a more 

sympathetic lead-in time: “programming it in a way that would have given them more breathing 

space […] Sometimes I get impatient with shows that take eighteen months to be created, [so] 

maybe there’s nothing wrong with three weeks. But we could have taken some of the heat out of 

that process.” 

In this case, too, Logan was pleased with his ability to “get into the rehearsal room, whereas 

often not being able to do so has been a regret for me.” Although the process hasn’t been 

formally evaluated, Logan is pleased with the ongoing relationship between CPT and Sh!t 

Theatre: “They’ll be a part of our future here”. 

SH!T THEATRE’S RESPONSE TO THE OPPORTUNITY 
Sh!t Theatre (Louise Mothersole and Rebecca Biscuit) also noted several ways in which they've 

been involved in the CPT performance community before the commission – solo work as part of 

Sprint festival, the company's CPT debut in the Beyond the Joke festival in 2012, and JSA (Job 

Seeker’s Anonymous) in January 2013 - which then went to the Edinburgh Fringe. Mothersole 

and Biscuit explained how they developed ten minutes of cabaret under the title “Woman’s 

Hour” for the Calm Down Dear 2013 cabaret evening. They later performed a 45-minute version 

for Brighton’s Pink Fringe, with a further four day’s work on it: 

[…] and then Brian messaged us in spring/summer this year, and he was interested in a 

longer version of it. He asked us in for a cup of tea and asked us if we would be confident 

having it ready for Calm Down Dear, because we’d only just finished the 45min version. So 

we said: why not? 

And it was then he asked if we’d be happy to headline with it. And we said: sure. 

Sh!t Theatre explain that they were aware that the commission also felt like it was developing 

CPT’s profile: “They were still waiting on their NPO bid, and it seemed to feel right to them to 

support something in a bigger way this year that they’d supported in a smaller way the year 

before.” 

The offer (subject to the eventually successful G4A funding bid) was for a £3000 

commission/fee, a split on the door, plus two week’s rehearsal space and £200 towards a 

technician, plus free tickets to the rest of the festival. Sh!t Theatre note particularly the 

usefulness of having Logan present in the rehearsal process: 

A couple of days before the first performance Brian came with a few friends of ours to a 

read through of what we had. Brian came down and was able to feed back . We were a bit 

anxious about that, but it turned out to be brilliant he was there. He gave us the green light 

for us to ridicule him a bit - that it was a women’s festival programmed by a man. So we 

opened with a parody of him, a recording saying we had sixty minutes [to complete the 

show]... and he’d count us down at the end. 

Other useful parts of the process/offer were highlighted – including the feeling of ‘being 

welcome’. “We were in there most days 10am-6pm and on the days they couldn’t be there we 

had keys - there was good flexibility […] It’s nice to have the space - people are always there.” 

And also there was a CPT collaboration with Dialogue, run by critics Maddy Costa and Jake Orr, 
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who supported a critical dialogue around the shows in the Calm Down Dear festival. Sh!t 

explained that it “was good for us to have people discussing our work.”  

In terms of how the opportunity developed them as a company, Mothersole and Biscuit explain 

that it was the longest run they’d done in London, and their first festival headline slot. “It was a 

boost for us and a trusting thing for them to do. They'd seen ten minutes of it, we had a 

discussion about what it could be and could we write it in time - and they just trusted us to do 

that. We thought ‘why not?’” 

They also found that the marketing support was strong, audience sizes good, and the press 

response also really helpful. "They got press in” - which was very useful to the company in the 

context of wanting to go to the Edinburgh Fringe in 2015 “with a show that has already got 4* 

reviews and is supported by a venue”.  

Also, from a realistic point of view, the substantial commission was important to the company 

That was the first time we’d received a proper commission - which was very helpful re: 

eating and paying the rent.  

Otherwise, Sh!t Theatre reported, they found the fast turnaround a good challenge to their 

existing practice. “It was good for our practice, the challenge to write the show in two weeks. It 

definitely helped us, we’d spent the whole year writing Guinea Pigs on Trial and this was a very 

different style: not as research-led... It was like an explosion, really good for us writing-wise.” 

Advantages of working specifically with CPT were identified as the approachable nature of the 

Artistic Director, and the general relationships. “There’s only 2 or 3 of them working there, they 

have a very close relationship artistically and support-wise with the artists, it feel like home 

now.” They explain that the ease with which CPT will support new work is astonishing to some 

of their peers, and that CPT are “building a community”. Likewise their programming is 

challenging: “I don’t know who else would put work like that on together, and it’s risky having a 

three-week festival devoted to feminist performance. It’s brilliant that risk was taken... [And] 

they’re open to crossing over genres.”  

The main improvements that were suggested included slightly solidifying the commission in 

terms of outlining expectations [of] it as a piece of artist development – even just naming the 

commission, “although not having a name made it feel more personal.” And - a recurring theme, 

this - Sh!t Theatre also alluded to there being no in-house or regular technician for the 

festival/commission period. 

We had a few technical problems in the space […] There wasn’t much continuity with tech. 

Everyday all of the mics and cables would be moved around, we’d have to do a sound check 

every day, so we had to be in earlier than ideal […] So maybe it might be nice to have a tech 

or lighting designer - or a hook up between technician and artists so they can develop that 

side of things together. 

Likewise, Sh!t Theatre are eager for CPT to follow Soho Theatre in a ‘CPT Presents’-style 

programme that they produce for Edinburgh Fringe 2015 – detailing all of the work that they’ve 

supported that’s on at the Fringe: “All it is, is a sort of continuity of logos on flyers, and they do a 

press release of ‘we supported these artists’. If people like one thing they might go see another 

thing, it would be nice for the artists and CPT.” 
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Biscuit and Mothersole were confident about their ongoing relationship with CPT – that both 

will be able to approach one another, and that following the Women’s Hour commission their 

profile has been raised. 

We or other artists, if we want to make new work, CPT’s perfect for that. I don’t know if 

CPT get fed up of people bringing very new work to them, they might want to programme 

more finished stuff. But we do want to maintain the relationship, our first theatre family 

THE HS2 PROJECT - A CO-COMMISSION WITH MAC THEATRE 

The HS2 Project is a documentary-theatre event about the government’s 

proposed – and highly controversial – high-speed rail link from London to 

Birmingham (and beyond). It was originally created to research and 

articulate Camden residents’ and business people’s feelings about the 

plans – which threaten dramatic consequences for the neighbourhood. 

It’s now being expanded for a spring 2015 tour among communities 

along the HS2 route. […] Experimental, engaged and local, this evolving 

performance asks: What are we sacrificing for speed and convenience – 

and who’s making the sacrifices? Should we embrace the pace, or restrain 

the train? (CPT/Gameshow, 2014) 

BRIAN LOGAN ON CPT’S APPROACH TO THE OPPORTUNITY. 
The HS2 Project was initiated in 2012, prompted by a small grant from the West Euston 

Partnership – around £3000. This supported an open call to select an artist to commit to a piece 

of community work around the proposed HS2 project. Matthew Evans of company Gameshow 

took on this commission.  

We had a conversation about what we thought that project could eventuate in and we 

thought it would be really exciting to do a quite unusual bespoke tour that started […] in 

Camden, and then tour it up the proposed HS2 route, ending in Birmingham, because phase 

1 is Euston to Birmingham.  

This prompted Logan to contact a theatre in Birmingham to see if they would be interested in 

working together to support the commission. This would be the first time that CPT had 

partnered formally with another theatre in this kind of manner. MAC responded positively to 

Logan’s invitation – although he does describe difficulty in pinning down what money both 

parties would be able to contribute. Negotiations and securing funding took around eighteen 

months, resulting in a second residency in Birmingham, to follow the previous CPT residency in 

Camden 

So basically Matthew will do that same thing, eighteen months down the line, this time 

speaking to local people in Birmingham. Where the opinion [re: HS2] is less antagonistic, 

more mixed. So we contributed a little bit of money to that, and MAC contributed very 

kindly  £1k, and the overheads are not high on this project […] MAC have brokered 
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relationships with the community, and Matthew’s now gathering material for a sharing at 

the ending of next week where we will take stock and figure out what the way forward is.  

The plan is still to tour the work up the proposed HS2 route – although the content of the work 

will determine what kind of tour will best support it. Both partnering in this way (and brokering 

that partnership) and tour booking will be new experiences for CPT. However, the success or 

otherwise of these developments, in the context of the artist support CPT provides, cannot be 

fully reported on yet as the project has not yet been completed. It is included as a case study, 

particularly at CPT’s request because of their interest in “how the HS2 project was of interest to 

[Gameshow] in artist development terms, particularly with regard to CPT introducing them to a 

new relationship with MAC.” 

LOUISA DAVIES ON MAC’S APPROACH TO THE CO-PRODUCTION 
Davies, (Producer, Performing Arts, MAC) who worked closely with Logan on The HS2 Project, 

describes MAC’s approach to artist development very similarly to other large regional 

producing venues interviewed for this report. "The principal aim of the artist development […] 

is that we’re able to support artists to develop new work to show to our audiences and also 

share that process with our audiences. We see ourselves as an enabler of artists in the region 

and further afield. It’s a home-grown approach to work, we’re interested in professional 

development - skills - but we’re also focused on the development of work and of ideas.” MAC are 

interested in developing artists via supporting new work. 

In terms of the beginning of their relationship with CPT and The HS2 Project, Davies explains 

that Logan contacted them first – she was aware of CPT but not Matthew or Gameshow. What 

grabbed her interest in particular was the subject matter. “Having had the idea of touring along 

the route from London to Birmingham […] it felt like Birmingham needed to be an equal 

bookend to that tour so he could connect with Birmingham communities to make it a more 

balanced piece.” 

MAC contributed some money alongside some of CPT’s G4A money. (Davies emphasises that 

while they regularly offer support in-kind “it’s quite difficult to give cash”, so that was a 

substantial investment on their part). Davies explains that MAC gave financial support  

to this process, because it felt critical in getting it off the ground. So we’ve had this two-

week residency with Matthew. But it was the subject matter that made it feel like a thing 

we should be doing - and also because Matthew and Brian have been very responsive to us 

talking about how it should respond to Birmingham as a city. 

 Davies was concerned about the delays to the project and the lengthened eighteen-month 

process  - indeed, she is more widely concerned with the creative landscape that the current 

English funding system builds, full of delays, long turnarounds, and re-submission. The next step 

is to work out how and where the work might tour. 

We’ve just had this sharing with Matthew and he seems to have landed in an interesting 

place with the material - a touring workshop more than a touring performance lecture […] 

It feels like a community ambassador would be necessary for the project, and that the 

output would be less like a formal performance with a beginning and end (that can be 

tour-booked traditionally) and that’s making us feel differently about how it might work 

[…] So there’s lots of options there that we haven’t quite landed on yet, there needs to be 
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reflection time. It’s changed quite a lot since we first started and that’s a lot to do with the 

amount of time involved in the project timescales. 

When pressed on the question of time, Davies explained that while intentionally long gestation 

or working processes can be useful she isn’t sure that’s been the case with this unintentionally 

long one. 

There are projects that we would design with that amount of time: last year we did a big 

outdoor piece that took about 4-5 years and if we did another piece of that nature I’d allow 

at least three years for its development. But generally not. I think we’ve created a funding 

system in this country which means individual artists and small companies have a very 

drawn-out process in making work and I’m not sure that’s helpful to them, venues or 

audiences. We can lose sight of the original idea, or creative energy can move on 

somewhere else. Artists are always having to do things in stages. I’m not saying R&D isn’t 

important - it is. But it means the whole thing takes forever. It’s not very efficient. I 

wouldn’t set out to design a two-year project unless it was clearly important for it to take 

that long. 

She confirmed that MAC were clearly committed to the next phase of work on the project, and 

pleased to have a “voice in that development”. In terms of the co-production relationship, Davies 

classified it as a success. 

I do think it’s been successful. Because, despite what I’ve said about the funding system and 

the slowness of the process, it’s been a first time we’ve done anything like this with CPT, it’s 

introduced us to Matthew and him to us, Dorothy [Wilson, artistic director and chief 

executive] spent three hours with him yesterday, there’s a new relationship there we can 

all build on. And whatever happens with the work, there’s been a useful exchange of ideas 

and practice. But of course I want to see something material come out of it... It has been 

successful to the extent that we can currently measure it. 

MATTHEW EVANS ON HIS EXPERIENCE OF THE OPPORTUNITY. 
Evans, one half of theatre duo Gameshow, was the artist awarded the HS2 commission. He 

explains that he thinks he responded to the open call via the Arts Jobs listing site, and met with 

Brian before applying to discuss what it might entail. He describes this first contact as easy to 

initiate.  

He was drawn to the commission for a combination of reasons – particularly the partnering of 

experimental theatre practice (which CPT represented for Evans) with the opportunity to work 

in/with a community setting. He also explains that the commission was significant for them as a 

company at the time it was awarded. 

From our perspective that was really exciting - a combination of experimental work, and 

trying to find a new way of performing something or showing something and working with 

a non-professional community. It was one of our highest profile projects at the time - our 

first commission as a company. 

Evans explains that as a piece of artist development it was interesting “partly because of the 

long timescale of it - two years - with development of the project going on, bubbling away over 

those two years running in parallel to fairly seismic development of the company in that time”. 
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While he points out that it was less than ideal in terms of functionally supporting him and the 

company financially, the fact that the project developed alongside their practice has had an 

effect on both:  

It was the first time that I’d performed in a while, back in 2012, […] possibly the first time 

I’d written and performed something - certainly in that documentary theatre format. This 

style of theatre was fairly new to me.  And also leading a project with a community of non-

theatre makers, devising and leading those workshops  

[…] Now at this end, two years later, we’ve done quite a bit of other workshops with non-

professionals, I’m now reshaping the performance [to make] part of it more into an 

interactive experience – […] That wouldn’t have happened without the support of the 

project. I’d have to say that it was unintentional that the timescale was as broad - Brian 

seemed quite frustrated about getting it off the ground, but I’m quite relaxed about it. 

While Evans suggests that the project would have ideally run over a shorter period of time in 

order to make it a more sustainable prospect, he also thinks that the reflective development was 

an interesting experience. 

In terms of the experience of working with and at CPT, Evans also praises the “personal” feeling 

of the venue:  

It feels like a professional friendship, and sometimes not always professional, in the best 

way. It feels very (as an organisation) flexible and interested in the artists. From our point 

of view, it feels like they’re interested in us and what we want to do, rather than getting us 

to fit what they want. It doesn’t feel judgemental - quite often for other venues I feel like 

I’m jumping through hoops, and that doesn’t feel true of CPT - I don’t feel judged for the 

choices I/the company make.  

Evans felt like the opportunity to also gain a new relationship with MAC was significant – their 

first relationship with a venue in the Midlands – and one of the first relationships outside of 

London. And finally, the potential tour will be a new experience for them. While he feels that 

communication – “clarity of communication and speed of communication” - could be improved, 

as could the timings and clarity around the project shape, overall it’s been a positive experience. 

Evans is confident in the ongoing relationship with CPT, eager “to develop and present 

performances at CPT and in addition to that […] continue developing relationships with other 

venues in partnership with CPT, other venues around the country”. He is also pleased with the 

support he’s received so far – such as CPT supporting the pitching of The HS2 Project at the 

annual National Rural Touring Forum conference, which has been useful in meeting other 

touring artists, venues, and producers/tour-bookers. Evans explains finally that The HS2 Project 

[…] developed me as an individual, which forms our practice as a company, [in terms of] 

creating theatre in a different way to what we’ve done previously and experimenting with 

formats for performance and interaction [...] That’s a creative outcome for the company - a 

[new] way of creating theatre or performance. 

THE ASSOCIATE ARTIST PROGRAMME - AIMS 
Also worth including a brief note on is CPT's planned Associate Artist programme, to commence 

in 2015. CPT have identified that the scheme will support two artists for a 9-12 month period of 
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time on a non-project specific basis, one artist by selection from their current relationships, and 

one selected by open call. The Associate Artist will receive £1350, access to space, and a 

commitment to other artistic, critical and professional support in-kind. In return the Associate 

Artists will embed themselves in the life of the theatre, attend meetings, showings, discussions, 

and curate a night’s performance over the period of their association. 

The idea, Logan explains, is to formalise the notion that CPT should 

make artists feel like this is their home, and that these resources are for them to use, 

although over a longer period of time [than project-based support tends to offer]. We have 

a lot of artists we feel like we have a relationship with on those terms, so we thought it 

would be nice to have a scheme that reflected that and formalised that. 

Logan says the programme is based on small research into what other artists and organisations 

consider to be an Associate Artist role. He conceives success in the same terms as those relating 

to CPT's artist development work more generally:  

That benefit has accrued, [that the artist] understands theatres better, that our 

relationship had progressed, that questions about their practice they had started with have 

been answered, and that we as CPT have developed relationships with artists who excite us. 

 

OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
Overall it seems that CPT, partners and artists in the CPT community are reasonably satisfied 

with the artist development experience CPT provide. There is, of course, room for improvement.  

It’s worth setting out however – in the context of the little literature there is in the area – that 

CPT and other new-work, emerging artist-focused producing venues play a vital role in 

developing the theatre ecology in England. These kinds of venues are a vital first step 

following the uncertainty that succeeds education and/or training. They are key to providing 

experience, room, time and creative expertise for the development of new work, and strategic 

support around experiencing what admin, fees, tech, publicity and tour-booking involve. They 

trust in new companies and artists, they take risks in supporting new means and manners of 

working, they are the bridge between intention and burgeoning professionalism. And in 

nurturing communities around their artist development, such venues and organisations are able 

to provide networks for supporting a career that is often unpaid, underappreciated, stressful, 

exposing and just downright difficult.  

There is a difference in the focus of CPT, in the sense that, whereas other, non-London venues 

often need to develop local artists - and indeed local arts ecologies - from scratch, CPT does not 

need to do this. However, the venue has expressed an interest in being better connected to its 

local community, and to those without the Cultural Capital to know about CPT’s offer. This 

might be considered an area for further research and development: artistic development 

outreach. 

Likewise, the un-formalised network of organisations in the South West that David Lockwood of 

the Bike Shed alluded to, and the strong formal Venues North coalition that ARC and Northern 
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Stage are part of, form a different and equally valuable resource for artists as the in-venue 

community. Being able to tell and hear from other producers about new work, co-supporting or 

booking work, or being able to pass on work that won’t fit in current programmes to other 

venues is a very valuable service to render. As such, further development in terms of a 

London New Work Network might be worth investigating. 

Other questions around artist development that this report set out to answer were around the 

language of career stages. Generally all parties were unsure as to what terms to use, and how 

much it mattered. As such, it might be more useful to use simple labels, plus examples to help 

people understand where they fit. It also seems important to find ways to ask artists what 

opportunities they feel should exist that don’t, or what artist groups/ career stages do 

they feel are ill-catered for. This is another area for more consideration. 

From the artist community around CPT there was a general contentment with their support 

from the venue – particularly around the relaxed and ‘home’-like atmosphere offered, which is 

aligned to CPT’s aims as a building. 

Notwithstanding enthusiasm for CPT's flexibility, there was also an urge for a little more 

structure, however - structured criticism as part of showing or as a community; a more 

challenging environment “to help makers question what they do”. In terms of the actual artist 

development offer, this might mean the same openness to start with, but with the relationship 

then moving on to include a commitment to co-create a full written brief and offer of 

support (to include conversations around expectations of communications, crediting, space 

access, timescales and technical support). Respondents also wanted a stronger critical 

network around artists. Along with CPT’s concerns about not always being credited in their 

involvement with new work, artists also felt that this was unclear: “it would be really helpful to 

have clearer information on the boundaries of this support and the expectation of 

acknowledgment, credits etc.” So this area also needs work. 

CPT’s main aims when it comes to artist development are set out within this report as 

twofold: 

 To help artists make great work that might not otherwise be made/help start careers 

that might not otherwise get started. 

 To (be known to) identify high-quality, exciting new performance work that will add to 

the contemporary performance ecology. 

Logan also identifies the following questions 

 What does CPT provide that others don’t? 

 How is CPT most useful in the theatre ecology? 

 Can CPT be the first rung on the ladder for people who want to make new theatre in new 

ways? 

 Is CPT one of the most accessible people to them right at the start of their career?  

I would suggest that CPT take these aims and questions forward as a means of evaluating 

their effectiveness. The network survey discovered a general chariness of the use of 

quantitative data around artist development, albeit that that is useful in noting audience figures 

and audience development. Artist development is defined both in the literature study and the 
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network review as of (in Oakley’s terms) ‘psychic’ rather than monetary/numerical value 

(Oakley, 2009); and in the terms of other venues and organisations working in artist 

development, as something best considered via case study. As Lockwood points out, the most 

important thing is that the artist development happens, first - and then (as Frankland, Cundall 

and Turpin note) the most manageable and effective evaluation is through short written 

submissions by both artists and the organisation. A small commitment of a maximum of 250 

words is suggested, at a point following a showcase of work, or the end of a piece of formal or 

informal support, to answer the questions: 

CPT: 

(How) has this work contributed to the theatre ecology? 

(How) has this opportunity supported emerging artists? 

How would you consider the quality of the work produced? 

How might it have been improved? 

Artist: 

What have CPT offered you that other venues might not have offered? 

Would this work have happened like it has without CPT’s support? 

How has this opportunity helped you develop your practice? 

How might it have been improved? 

These questions all fully address the aims and objectives garnered from interviews and surveys, 

and can also be used as guidelines for conversation, though I would urge the recording of the 

feedback in written form. This kind of qualitative feedback can be further processed in 

retrospect – with a year’s worth of responses one can identify themes, and count the 

occurrence of themes into trends; one can quantify the positivity of qualitative responses, and 

understand trends amongst certain programmes as well as overall. Such a review undertaken 

once every year (timed to support an ACE report, for example) will provide an ongoing, 

useful and thorough measure of the success of the venue’s support, and of specific new 

and old opportunities alike. 

Finding more money for support to experiment with non-project-specific opportunities (e.g. 

the Associate Artist programme) would also be ideal, though in the current financial climate, a 

tough aim to meet. The above evidence, however, will help make the case for this. 

Also emerging from the case studies were problems around planning. However the security of 

CPT's newfound NPO status will help address some of these issues. The main problem arising 

from both The HS2 Project and the Women’s Hour commission was that there was slightly too 

little (Women's Hour) or too much time (The HS2 Project) relative to the ideal. More attention 

could be paid to planning as part of the previously recommended initial expectation document-

writing. 
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Sh!t Theatre’s suggestion of a ‘CPT Presents’-style programme produced for the Edinburgh 

Fringe, or even as part of a bi-annual newsletter, would help consolidate the profile of CPT and 

help address crediting concerns, and so should be seriously considered.   

The co-production relationship with MAC seems to have been successful in large part due to the 

connected theme. It’s worth exploring how CPT can develop these exceptional co-productions, 

as other venues aren’t particularly known to do this – i.e. work to site-specificity in their co-

productions.  

The expansion into tour-booking is a step to a bigger profile in terms of being a commissioning 

and producing house, but it should be closely monitored. Bearing in mind ongoing concerns 

over staff time, it might be prudent to consider whether this is a priority direction for CPT - and 

if so, whether and how to  support bringing an additional producer role to the CPT team – as 

modelled on the structures of venues such as ARC, Ovalhouse, and Northern Stage. 

Finally, CPT should also be reassured that in terms of providing a warm and supportive 

community for new artists producing new work, , and in supporting the development of that 

work, they are, for the most part, successful: 

We or other artists, if we want to make new work, CPT’s perfect for that. I don’t know if 

CPT get fed up of people bringing very new work to them. They might want to programme 

more finished stuff. But we do want to maintain the relationship [with]our first theatre 

family. 

(Sh!t Theatre) 
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Interviews with Annabel Turpin of ARC Stockton, David Lockwood of the Bike Shed Exeter, Jo 

Cundall of Northern Stage, Emma Frankland of Campsite, Matthew Evans of Gameshow, Louisa 

Davies of MAC, Louise Mothersole and Rebecca Biscuit of Sh!t Theatre, and Brian Logan of CPT 

were all undertaken in person or over the phone in November and December 2014. Phone-

based transcriptions were submitted for approval by the interviewees. The survey was active 

for the same period of time.  Full transcripts of these interviews will be published as appendices 

to this report at www.cptheatre.co.uk in summer 2015. Thanks go to all of the interviewees and 

survey respondents for their time and comments. 

 


